
UNIT 1 ASSESSMENT
LESSON 11: PROGRAMMING FUNDAMENTALS

NAME:

DATE:



WHAT

WHY
ARE WE LEARNING TODAY?

ARE WE LEARNING IT?

HOW
WILL I KNOW I HAVE LEARNED 

IT?

Assessment on 
Python Basics

To demonstrate 
we have a basic 
understanding of 

programming

Completed your 
assessment 
correctly

LEARNING LINK
Prior Learning:
Primary/Year 7: Scratch
Year 8: Introduction to Python
Year 9: Programming 
fundamentals 
Future Learning: 
GCSE Eduqas Component 2 Exam 
Preparation

Big Picture:
We are demonstrating our 
programming knowledge from the 
areas covered so far on this 
course.



MAIN TASK PART 1: THORESBY TRAVEL: LOGIN SYSTEM

Challenge Zone (Independent Work)HOW
WILL I KNOW I HAVE LEARNED IT?

Write a program that:

• Requires the user to enter a username and 
password. The program should check the 
username = admin and password = Th0r3sby

• If the credentials are incorrect, the program 
should display an error message and allow 
the user to re-enter the username and 
password 

• If the credentials are correct, the program 
moves on to the next part of the program

• Your code should include comments, be self-
identifying and look clean

Screenshot of your code here



MAIN TASK PART 2: THORESBY TRAVEL: CURRENCY CONVERSION

Challenge Zone (Independent Work)HOW
WILL I KNOW I HAVE LEARNED IT?

Add the following functionality to your program:

• The program displays current exchange rates: £1 will 
buy 1.21 US Dollars (USD), 1.12 Euros (EUR) or 129.59 
Japanese Yen (YEN).

• The user selects whether they want to convert to USD, 
EUR or YEN

• The user then enters the amount in pounds GBP that they 
want to convert

• The program works out how much of the selected 
currency is available for the amount of GBP entered 
and displays this on screen

• Your code should include comments, be self-identifying 
and look clean

Screenshot of your code here



MAIN TASK 3: REVIEW YOUR PROGRAM

Challenge Zone (Independent Work)HOW
WILL I KNOW I HAVE LEARNED IT?

Write your review here:

Upload your 
code as well as 

these slides!

Write a written review of your program. 

• What went well?

• What could be improved?

oWhat programming techniques have you 
included?
o Sequence? Selection? Iteration?

oComments? Whitespace?

oData Types?

oData Validation?



STRETCH & CHALLENGE

Demonstrate your programming abilitiesHOW
WILL I KNOW I HAVE LEARNED IT?

Create mind maps on the topics covered in this unit 

Research different types of errors in programming

Create a program which combines the different programming techniques learnt so far.

Translate the keywords from today’s lesson into your native language.

Learn python commands on ‘TwilioQuest’ https://www.twilio.com/quest/welcome.



Copy and paste your work here.

STRETCH & CHALLENGE

Demonstrate your programming abilitiesHOW
WILL I KNOW I HAVE LEARNED IT?
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